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Based on

Haskell in 5 steps

https://wiki.haskell.org/Haskell_in_5_steps
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The term bottom refers to 

a computation which never completes successfully. 

a computation that fails due to some kind of error, 

a computation that just goes into an infinite loop 

(without returning any data).

The mathematical symbol for bottom is ' '. ⊥'. 

In plain ASCII, '_|_'.

Bottom is a member of any type, 

even the trivial type () or 

the equivalent simple type: 

http://hackage.haskell.org/package/base-4.11.1.0/docs/Control-Monad-ST.html

Bottom
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By default, Haskell uses lazy evaluation

when you call a function, 

the body won't execute immediately, 

rather it will return something (thunks)

that represents executing the body.

The body will only be actually executed 

when the result of the function 

is used in an IO computation, 

either directly or via being used in another function 

or chain of functions that is used in an IO computation.

https://www.reddit.com/r/programming/comments/3sux1d/strict_haskell_xstrict_has_landed/

Lazy evaluation – thunks
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Having unevaluated function executions 

("thunks") makes it harder to reason 

about memory usage and performance. 

Bookkeeping for these thunks can also 

impose a slight performance penalty.

Strict Haskell gives Haskell "strict" evaluation, 

which is the kind of evaluation most other languages have, 

and hence makes it easier to reason about performance.

https://www.reddit.com/r/programming/comments/3sux1d/strict_haskell_xstrict_has_landed/

Strict evaluation 
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mtl (or its underlying transformers) package provides 

two types of State monad; 

Control.Monad.State.Strict and 

Control.Monad.State.Lazy. 

Control.Monad.State are the re-export of 

Control.Monad.State.Lazy.

https://kseo.github.io/posts/2016-12-28-lazy-vs-strict-state-monad.html

Lazy vs Strict 
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import Control.Monad.State.Lazy  -- [1,2,3,4,5]

import Control.Monad.State.Strict -- hangs up

foo :: State () [Int]

foo = traverse pure [1..]

main = print $ take 5 (evalState foo ())

https://kseo.github.io/posts/2016-12-28-lazy-vs-strict-state-monad.html

Lazy vs Strict : examples (1)
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In the strict version, the pattern matches on the pair 

forces its evaluation. So traverse pure [1..] never returns 

until its evaluation is finished. 

The lazy version avoids this evaluation of the pair 

Evaluation is forced later when the pair is actually needed. 

this is why we can manipulate infinite lists in a lazy state monad.

But this observation does not imply that we should always

 prefer the lazy version of state monad 

because the lazy state monad often builds up large thunks 

and causes space leaks due to its laziness.

https://kseo.github.io/posts/2016-12-28-lazy-vs-strict-state-monad.html

Lazy vs Strict : examples (2)
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a pair in Haskell has two possible ways to update it.

bimap f g (a,b) = (f a, g b)

bimap f g ~(a,b) = (f a, g b)

The latter is the same as

bimap f g p = (f (fst p), g (snd p))

The difference between these two is that 

when you pass the args to bimap in the first case, 

the pair is forced immediately.

In the latter case the pair is not immediately forced, 

instead it gives a (,) back filled with two non-strict computations.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/14644830/what-is-the-point-of-having-a-lazy-strict-version-of-writer

Strict vs. Lazy Example
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fmap f _|_ = _|_ in the first case but

fmap f _|_ = (_|_, _|_) in the second lazier pair case!

fst(_|_) = snd(_|_) = _|_ 

Both are correct under different interpretations of the concept of a pair. 

One interpretation is to suppose a pair is a pair in the categorical sense, 

that it doesn't have any interesting _|_'s in its own right. 

The other is to be as non-strict as possible 

that introduce the Lazy evaluation 

a program can be terminated in as many ways as possible 

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/14644830/what-is-the-point-of-having-a-lazy-strict-version-of-writer

Strict vs. Lazy Example – using bottom
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The seq function is the most basic method 

of introducing strictness to a Haskell program. 

seq :: a -> b -> b 

takes two arguments of any type, 

and returns the second. 

magically strict in the first argument. 

    ⊥    `seq`   b   =    ⊥    

a     `seq`   b   =     b

https://wiki.haskell.org/Seq

seq (1)
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seq doesn't evaluate anything 

just by virtue of existing in the source file, 

all it does is introduce an artificial data dependency 

when the result of seq is evaluated, 

the first argument must also be ‘sort of’ evaluated. 

suppose x :: Integer, then seq x b behaves essentially like 

if x == 0 then b else b 

unconditionally equal to b, but forcing x along the way. 

x `seq` x is completely redundant, 

and always has exactly the same effect as just writing x. 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Seq

seq (2)
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Strictly speaking, the two equations of seq are all it must satisfy, 

    ⊥    `seq`   b   =    ⊥    

a     `seq`   b   =     b

if the compiler can statically prove 

that the first argument is not , or that its second argument is, ⊥'. 

it doesn't have to evaluate anything to meet its obligations. 

In practice, this almost never happens

However, it is the case that evaluating b and then a, 

then returning b is a perfectly legitimate thing to do; 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Seq

seq (3)
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import Debug.Trace

f = \s ->

        let (x, s')  = doSomething s

             (y, s'') = doSomethingElse s'

        in (3, s'')

doSomething s = trace "doSomething" $ (0, s)

doSomethingElse s = trace "doSomethingElse" $ (3, s)

main = print (f 2)

http://blog.ezyang.com/2011/05/unraveling-the-mystery-of-the-io-monad/

Strict ordering is broken (1)

The trace function outputs the trace message 
given as its first argument, before returning the 
second argument as its result.

let expression : lazy evaluation 

Some situation strict order is not kept 

the partial result of doSomethingElse might be 
requested before doSomething is

trace message outputs before returning the 
tuple 
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import Debug.Trace

f = \s ->

        let (x, s')  = trace "doSomething" $ (0, s)

             (y, s'') = trace "doSomethingElse" $ (3, s’)

        in (3, s'')

main = print (f 2)

*Main> main

(3,doSomethingElse

doSomething

2)

http://blog.ezyang.com/2011/05/unraveling-the-mystery-of-the-io-monad/

Strict ordering is broken (2)
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f = \s ->

        case doSomething s of

            (x, s') -> case doSomethingElse s' of

                          (y, s'') -> (3, s'')

http://blog.ezyang.com/2011/05/unraveling-the-mystery-of-the-io-monad/

Strict oder
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f = \s ->

        case doSomething s of

            ~(x, s') -> case doSomethingElse s' of

                          ~(y, s'') -> (3, s'')

a lazy pattern with the form ~pat. Lazy patterns are irrefutable: 

matching a value v against ~pat always succeeds, regardless of pat. 

if an identifier in pat is later "used" on the right-hand-side, 

it will be bound to that portion of the value that would result 

if v were to successfully match pat, and _|_ otherwise.

Becomes the same case where let is used 

http://blog.ezyang.com/2011/05/unraveling-the-mystery-of-the-io-monad/

https://www.haskell.org/tutorial/patterns.html

Non-strict oder

http://blog.ezyang.com/2011/05/unraveling-the-mystery-of-the-io-monad/
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let x = z in y 

change the variable x to the expression z 

wherever x occurs in the expression y 

Considered as the reduction rule for the application 

of the lambda abstraction \x -> y to the term z 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

let x = x in x

x z

y y
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let x = x in x 

these data declarations/functions are 

to provide access to the raw compiler internals. 

GHC.Prim exists to export these primitives, 

it doesn't actually implement them or anything 

(eg its code isn't actually useful). 

All of that is done in the compiler.

It's meant for code that needs to be extremely optimized. 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

let x = x in x

x x

x x
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let x = x in x 

We need a primitive fixed-point operation 

(that is, one that is built into the language) 

because it's impossible to define a fixed-point combinator 

in the simply typed lambda calculus and its close cousins. 

(The definition of fix in Haskell's Prelude doesn't contradict this

—it's defined recursively, 

but we need a fixed-point operator to implement recursion.)

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

let x = x in x

x x

x x
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convert a recursive definition into a non-recursive one 

by abstracting over the recursive call, 

then use a fixed-point combinator 

to pass our function (lambda abstraction) to itself. 

The base-case of a well-defined recursive definition corresponds to 

a fixed point of our function, so the function executes, 

calling itself over and over again until it hits a fixed point, 

at which point the function return

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Converting a recursive definition to a recursive call
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to define a recursive function

fix :: (a -> a) -> a

fix f = let {x = f x} in x

fix f would cause an infinite series of nested applications of f’s: 

x = f x = f (f x) = f (f (f ( ... ))) 

lazy evaluation prohibits infinite applications of f

if (and only if) f is a lazy function

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Fix_and_recursion

Fixed-pointer operator : fix

x f x
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the recursiveness of Haskell's let expressions 

The lambda calculus does not allow recursive definitions, 

but given a primitive fixed-point operator fix,

1 we can encode recursiveness explicitly. 

the Haskell expression let x = x in x has 

the same meaning as (fix \r x -> r x) z.

2 renamed the x on the right side of the application to z 

to emphasize that it has no implicit relation to the x inside the lambda

fix f = let {x = f x} in x

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Converting a recursive definition to a recursive call
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Applying the usual definition of a fixed-point operator, 

fix f = f (fix f), our translation of let x = x in x reduces 

(or rather doesn't) like this:

(fix \r x -> r x) z                 ==>

(\s y -> s y) (fix \r x -> r x) z   ==>

(\y -> (fix \r x -> r x) y) z       ==>

(fix \r x -> r x) z                 ==>   ...

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Converting a recursive definition to a recursive call
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functions end in a # 

That's called the magic hash 

(enabled by the MagicHash language extension), 

it is a convention to distinguish 

boxed and unboxed types and operations. 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

The magic hash
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The Int# constructor is actually 

just a normal data constructor in Haskell with a #

Int# is not a normal Haskell data type 

 

In GHC.Prim, it's implementation is:

data Int#

● like everything else in GHC.Prim is really a lie. 

● is provided by the implementation, 

● is in fact a normal long int from C 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Int# not normal data type 
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> :k Int

Int :: *

> :k Int#

Int# :: #

Int# has a different kind than normal Haskell datatypes: #. 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Boxed vs Unboxed Kinds
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Most types in GHC are boxed, 

values of boxed type are represented by a pointer to a heap object

The representation of a Haskell Int is a two-word heap object 

An unboxed type is represented by the value itself, 

no pointers or heap allocation are involved.

unboxed types correspond to the “raw machine” types in C

Int# (long int), Double# (double), Addr# (void *), etc. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Boxed vs Unboxed Types
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The primitive operations (PrimOps) on these types 

e.g., (+#) is addition on Int#s 

and is the machine-addition 

—usually one instruction.

the standard + operator and Int data type you're used to 

are actually themselves defined in normal Haskell code, 

which provides many benefits: 

you get standard type class support, laziness, etc. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Primitive Operations
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primops, short for primary operations, 

are core pieces of functionality provided by GHC itself. 

They are the magical, elegant boundary 

between "things we do in Haskell itself" 

and "things which our implementation provides." 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

PrimOps
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Look at the implementation of other functions in GHC.Prim; 

they're all defined as let x = x in x. 

and# :: Word# -> Word# -> Word#

and# = let x = x in x

When GHC reaches a call to one of these primops, 

it automatically replaces it with the real implementation, 

- an assembly code, an LLVM code, or something else

dummy implementation to give Haddock documentation 

GHC.Prim is processed by Haddock more or less 

like any other module; but is effectively ignored by GHC itself.

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Functions in primitive operations
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Primitive (unboxed) types cannot be defined in Haskell, 

and are therefore built into the language and compiler. 

Primitive types are always unlifted; that is, 

a value of a primitive type cannot be bottom. 

We use the convention 

that primitive types, values, and operations have a # suffix.

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Primitive Types
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Primitive values are often represented by a simple bit-pattern, 

such as Int#, Float#, Double#. 

But this is not necessarily the case: 

a primitive value might be represented 

by a pointer to a heap-allocated object. 

Examples include Array#, the type of primitive arrays. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Primitive Values
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A primitive array is heap-allocated 

because it is too big a value to fit in a register, 

and would be too expensive to copy around; 

in a sense, it is accidental that it is represented by a pointer. 

If a pointer represents a primitive value, 

then it really does point to that value: 

no unevaluated thunks, no indirections…

nothing can be at the other end of the pointer than the primitive value.

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Primitive Arrays
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cannot pass a primitive value to a polymorphic function or 

cannot store one in a polymorphic data type. 

lists of primitive integers are not possible :  [Int#] 

polymorphic arguments and constructor fields 

are assumed to be pointers: 

Nevertheless, A numerically-intensive program using unboxed types 

can go a lot faster than its “standard” counterpart

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Restrictions on Primitive Types (1) 
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the garbage collector would attempt to follow an unboxed integer, 

leading to unpredictable space leaks. 

a seq operation on the polymorphic component may attempt 

to dereference the pointer, with disastrous results. 

Even worse, the unboxed value might be larger than a pointer 

(Double# for instance).

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Restrictions on Primitive Types (2) 
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--boxed.hs
fac :: Int -> Int
fac 0 = 1
fac n = n * fac (n - 1)

main = print (fac 10)

--unboxed.hs
import GHC.Exts
fac :: Int# -> Int#
fac 0# = 1#
fac n   = n *# fac (n -# 1#)

main = print (I# (fac 10#))

can’t compute fac(500) … overflow

https://moserei.de/2012/04/03/haskell-boxed-vs-unboxed.html

Unboxed types are faster

$ ghc boxed.hs
$ ghc -XMagicHash unboxed.hs
$ time ./boxed
$ time ./unboxed

The language extension -XMagicHash allows 
"#" as a postfix modifier to identifiers.

in GHC.Exts

data Int
A fixed-precision integer type with at least the range [-2^29 .. 2^29-1]. 
The exact range by using minBound and maxBound 

Constructors
I# Int#  I#(500#)

500# :: Int#
I#(500#) :: Int
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(# e1, ..., en #)

e1..en are expressions of any type (primitive or non-primitive). 

The type of an unboxed tuple looks the same.

Unboxed tuples are used for 

functions that need to return multiple values, 

but they avoid the heap allocation  of fully-fledged tuples. 

when an unboxed tuple is returned, the components are 

put directly into registers or on the stack; 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/7.0.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Unboxed tuple (1)
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the unboxed tuple itself does not have a composite representation. 

no tuples within tuples representation

Many of the primitive operations listed in primops.txt.pp 

return unboxed tuples. 

In particular, the IO and ST monads use unboxed tuples 

to avoid unnecessary allocation during sequences of operations. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/7.0.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Unboxed tuple (2)
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newtype IO a = IO (State# RealWorld -> (# State# RealWorld, a #))

The first primitive is the unboxed tuple, seen in code as (# x, y #). 

1. State# RealWorld

2. a

a multiple value return syntax

But not actual real tuples and can’t be put in variables as such. 

Boxed real tuple incurs heap allocation 

whenever an IO action is performed,

http://blog.ezyang.com/2011/05/unraveling-the-mystery-of-the-io-monad/

Unboxed tuple
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